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Abstract

In this paper we present a synthesis of experiments of eye movement pursuit that have been applied to documents structure retrieval. The aim of this work is to propose a representation of structured documents content (the physical layout) through the simulation of a possible human inspired scan path. The research project which is presented here is based on the hypotheses that the analysis and the comprehension of real human trajectories are necessary to design a realistic automatic self-governing system that simulates eye-catching information retrieval whatever are the page designs.
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1 Cognitive approach of information retrieval

The recordings of ocular movements which are measured on observers during the documents exploration give two kinds of information. Firstly, they give evidence on documents legibility: for example, they make easier the comparison between two documents which propose the same content. On the other hand, scan-path recordings underline different visual exploration strategies for a same investigation task, [10]. We have exploited two different human behaviors (inspection and skimming) and we have focused on typical strategies of structured documents reading so as to propose an image processing automated system dedicated to documents layout retrieval. The system has been designed so as to simulate human visual behavior for a global page scan.

This work has been initially supported by the SHIVA1 project and a PhD in the LIRIS, [6]. This work lies on the hypotheses that the scan-paths attest cognitive processes which are implied in the observation task, [7,8,10]. In the reading task for example, the analysis of fixations duration, their amplitudes, their locations and their variations gives evidence of mental brain operations which are automatic or under the observer control. The scan-path recording is a directly measurable sign of the observer’s care and interest. In this paper, we present the analysis of different scan-paths applied to the evaluation of Web pages design. The conclusions of the study have been supported by well known human psychovisual behaviors ([10]) to design the architecture of our system of automated layout extraction. In this paper, we do not detail any results and we report the reader to complete them with different references and bibliographies which are cited through the paper.

2 Retrieval and evaluation of documents visual content

2.1 Different exploratory situations

We will not present here the eye-movements recorded device (the eye-tracker), which has been used in our experiments. We only report the reader to complementary information concerning points measures exploitation and guidance software which has have been developed by the CLIPS laboratory, see http://www-clips.imag.fr. The eye-tracker device allows recording the position of each eye of a subject during a scan on an image. With the information relative to the succession of gazing points, it’s possible to study the gaze
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movements of an observer during his exploration. Figure 1.1 represents a real time gazes recording with 250 ms time elapsed fixation points. The figure 1.2 illustrates a simplified recorded scan-path obtained on a scientific paper: a fixation area is represented in the scan by a direction change and corresponds to the average of a series of quasi stationary eyes positions during a time laps always inferior than 2s. The scan path is characterized by three aspects: a temporal component with fixation time in different parts of the documents; a spatial component with interest regions areas, fixation points localization ; a strategic component with fixations number and backtracking.

Figure 1.1: Complete scan-path with 250ms time elapsed fixation points.

Figure 1.2: Simplified scan-path with average fixation regions.

Those three main characteristics depend on the kind of reading document: during a reading process, for example, the scan-path gives information on the way people construct the content signification, [9, 10]. It has been shown that a long fixation time\(^2\) on the same text area or regular backtrackings actions reveal a difficulty for the observer to understand the content, [6]. The initial fixation seems to be sufficient to bring out global information on the sense of the scene. In [10], the author has proved that it must be considered as a determining starting point to determine interest areas in a document. On the other hand, we can notice two complementary processes: a peripheral one which allows colors and coarse shapes perception and a central one which is connected to cognitive processes with memory access, semantic comprehension and interpretation, see figure 3.

Figure 2: Peripheral perception for the next fixation point location.

This cognitive activity is fundamental for human beings for their content understanding. It has been shown in [11] that it can be introduced at a time when a fixation of at least 250 ms is reached. In [9], that author has shown that this activity is strongly influenced by the page content layout. In that context, the typographical and typo-dispositional effects in the page are considered as essential for the reader’s understanding. In that sense, this study states some responses to basic questions of information retrieval: “How does the reader proceed to extract the substantive page information. What kind of visual strategies are implied during the information retrieval process? Are there any rules for an ideal page layout configuration? Within all possible responses of those questions, is it possible to automatically retrieve the main page organization?” Some responses to this list of

\(^2\) A fixation lasts on average between 100 et 500 ms. The average duration is 250 ms: it corresponds to the activation of cognitive processes, [12]
questions can be obtained by the exploitation of different visual exploratory strategies: the complete reading, (letters, novels…), the skimming (partial reading of magazines or newspapers) and the fine inspection for an intentional information retrieval (catalogue or dictionary reading), [3]. Here, we will focus our interest on web documents inspection (and the evaluation of their layout in time constraint delay) to produce an automatic system for structure capturing applied on complex pages images. Experimental protocols for Web pages diagnostic are roughly presented here (participants’ number, recruitment modes, age and individual experience…). In opposite, we focus here on the conception of the automatic reading system more than on the measurements exploitation.

2.2 Web pages design evaluation using for automatic scan-path simulation

The layout of a document must be as legible as possible to be useful for the reader with a minimum of efforts. An interesting application domain to quantify this legibility and the importance of the structure is the evaluation of web documents. This evaluation consists in measuring the observer’s scan path and the delay he uses to retrieve all requested information. This evaluation is considered as a fundamental assistance tools for web pages designers and for the conceiving of an automated scanning system.

The evaluation must be understood here as a visual diagnostic in regard with the customer objectives: if he’s looking for precise information, he will necessary be guided by precise regions of the page (moving icons, eye-catching colors, regularly updated data…). So, the evaluation consists in verifying that some criteria (in the page layout and in the overall design) are well respected. By taking the problem in the opposite side, we can assume that a printed heterogeneous document that verifies some basic ergonomic rules (presence and predictable location of titles, existence of legends beside the figures…) can be automatically analyzed and retro-converted by an automatic document exploration.

The research project which is presented here is based on the hypotheses that the analysis and the comprehension of real human trajectories are necessary to design a relevant document structure retrieval system. In that context, we will show that the scan-path of an observer is a powerful indicator of the page hierarchical organization in both physical and logical levels.

3 Synthesis of the ergonomic diagnostic of web pages, [6], [9]

3.1 Reading schemes in context

We can remember that there exist reading schemes which can be adapted to the document content exploration. Existing works have shown that there exist four main scan path strategies, which are implied in all kind of documents exploration (on paper document but also on web pages), [7,10,11]. Here we have focused our interest on commercial web documents. If we combine the four different possible itemized layouts to the three different scan path strategies, we obtain 16 different categories of page layout. The protocol of this study has been presented in [2]. We only give the main points here. The test pages have been chosen for their great structure diversity (different layouts and content design). The experiment relates to a group of 24 voluntary Net surfers and 5 ergonomics experts. The parameters determining the goal of the exploration have been limited in number, [2]. The subjects examine all the sites, in a random order. For each exploration, we have considered visual measures as independent variables: fixations number and duration, distribution of the durations of fixings, the sum of times of glance on the various page components. Scan-paths are studied as sequences of points with duration superior to 250ms.

3.2 Synthesized observations

Two great families of behaviors emerge from the recorded scan paths. The firsts correspond to a selective and fast inspection which guides the reader to the precise location and identification of the target. The reader only picks up some partial information of the page content. The
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3 On the methodological level, the one minimal duration choice has been fixed to 250ms so as to ensure that the subject has time to partially process the data captured by its glance and then to direct the following fixations in the desired target. Some studies have shown that 100ms is the best threshold to assure a satisfying image recognition, [8].
second behaviors correspond to an exhaustive page inspection: the time spent to explore the document in depth is generally very long. With this kind of readers, we have an objective and complete description of the page layout with a semantic exam of relevant textual regions (titles, legends, notes…). The analysis of the first 10 fixations shows that the reader attention is generally guided by the parafoveal region of current fixation. That reinforces the hypotheses that the perception of low resolution peripheral information is fundamental in a process of target detection, [4, 8, 11].

On the other hand, this study has shown that the analysis of the number of fixations which is necessary to the pages content provides significant differences between observers expertise. Then, we have observed that the fixations number is sensitive to the kind of perceived information, [2]. The overall time which is required for the page exploration seems to be a good revealing of the information density and the informational complexity of the page. Finally, we have also used a third conclusion which shows the beginning of the exploration is decisive for the page evaluation, [2].

- The initial perception of informative area is supported by the presence of a limited number of elements and by the presence of well identified objects (like hyper links).

- Within the space which is occupied on the screen (by the web page), the spatial distribution or the information density plays an important part.

- Finally, a last factor must also be considered: the task which is assigned for a dedicated exploration. Some more cognitive resultants have been developed

This study intended to show that scan-path is a realistic manner to estimate interest areas for the observer. It has especially show that the 100 ms fixations are visually pregnant for the target retrieval. It is the perceptual threshold for interest regions capturing. The 250 ms fixations seem to be the cognitive minimal threshold to know which objects or which information are identified as being interesting for the task and for the net surfer. The exploration duration seems to reveal very efficiently the density of information or the layout complexity of the page. For a given task, the best page will be the one with the shorter exploration duration. Total fixations number for an exploration with goal is sensitive to present information. It is necessary to aim at the headings semantic precision to reduce the total fixations number. Finally, the fixations distribution correlated to the fixation rank points out the evolution of the observer’s interest during his exploration.

The results which are summarized here have been compared to general results which have already been demonstrated in the context of visual inspection, [8], [11]. Here, they have been used to design our simulation system which reproduces basic psycho-visual behaviors of observers in a situation of skimming of composite and complex printed documents. The model takes into account the approaches of page hierarchical scanning. The simulation process is based on the interest regions classification with emergent features, like salient contrasts and frequencies. Image processing is the tool that we have used for the realization of the cartography of salient interest areas which are successively selected to produce a balanced page scan.

4 Application to the simulation of complex pages layout retrieval

4.1 Principle of attention based selection

To evaluate the structural organization of the document, we have developed an exploratory strategy which is based on the previous behavioral analysis in a context of salient information capture. The system which is described here simulates the document skimming with a proposition of scan-path that captures the main structure elements of the page. The system has been tested on printed pages structure retrieval. We have essentially worked on newspapers, scientific papers, and advertisings. The structure retrieval is expressed by a reconstruction of informative blocks shapes and highlights the interest regions distribution on the overall page area. The result of the process can be compared to attention based segmentation. The successive stages of the process for blocks extraction are based on perception based rules for guiding the selection of the « next » fixation point.

The rules which have been used for this representation are essentially derived from the Gestalt Theory and from some more recent approaches developed in the 90’s, [8, 11]. In our
application, the main elements, which can be compared to invariants in perceptual organization, can be summed up in the properties of symmetry, closure (as a law of perceptual stability) and the complexity (as a factor of good shape). Thus, those psychological properties confirm the existence of active processes linking elements across visual space. The next section presents the overall experimental protocol and the main scientific and technical points for the realization of the system.

4.2 Methodology of the simulation

The analysis that we propose is primarily based on the collection of indices which are related to ocular movements and ocular tactics (in relation with the overall acquisition of information). It is based for a great part on the results concerning the evaluation of the Web pages and on for another part on Treisman’s specific cognitive studies, [11].

This section presents the simulation method which is based all previously detailed perception phenomenon. The system displays the unequal importance of information in the visual field. The access of information is directly linked to the search of attractive areas. This search is based on the idea to free oneself from an unbending physical structuring and from a uniform vertical and horizontal scanning of the document, so as to classify the data in order of importance and interest.

The control of ocular saccades has led us to define some general rules for visual data capturing. Especially, it has been experimentally proved that gazing points tend to gather around salient angles, angular points, curved lines, contrasted lines, like beginnings or ends of lines, thick features, edges of forms...; all in all, elements which present important local discontinuity and which have in their neighborhood a particular local relief, [1]. Generally, we detect very quickly all deviations from the standard value of things. The observer’s eyes, once fixed on the attractive points, assess the nature of the neighboring information, more or less precisely, depending on its distance to the fovea. What is more, some findings in cognitive sciences have shown that relevant objects are extracted by independent cortical units by a pop-out effect. Those units deal with color (as a textural information), with orientation (with the location of edges and corners), and with size (as a sampling representation of the retinal image). Those entire phenomenons have been used as inspiration sources for the system development, see fig. 3.

![Figure 3: Example of real scan-path (left) and simulated (right).](image)

We have been inspired by this modular organization of the first stages of visual analysis, and have then decided to cut our process in as many units as necessary to recover texture, orientation and size-based information. Using a space-variant geometry for the block selection, the page image, instead of being represented by the bitmap format, can be abstractly represented by the block format. This space-variant geometry lays a sound basis for elaborating the kinetic of the ocular shifting on a document, which provides not only a meaningless document representation in blocks, but shows a unified view corresponding to the integration of time-variant representations of the same visual field, see figure 4. Thanks to the succession of representations of the same document, the resulting segmentation can be expressed by the integration of either low-resolution images or high-resolution images. The convergence to the finest segmentation consists in keeping for each pixel of the image its value corresponding to the higher resolution and displaying a detailed description of components. The dual operation (for the coarse page segmentation) only keeps the pixels with the lowest resolutions, so as to represent regions into coarse blocks. If the number of fixation points is not efficient, or if the successive points are not properly located, the coarse or fine description of blocks can not make the integration converge to a satisfying coarse or fine segmentation, [4]. The resulting drawing underlines the functional page structure, as it has been defined by Doermann in [3] and which corresponds to the visual page layout.
From this structure information, we can classify interest areas of the page. This first geometrical simulation has been recently improved by texture based primitives to classify the perceived regions by their own visual content, [4,5]. Finally, we will keep on improving those strategies by integrating more psychological human criteria. This part is currently under investigation.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we wanted to highlight the interest of scan-path analysis for self-governing documents images structure retrieval system. The system design has required specific protocols based the analysis on resulting scan-paths. To do that, we have focused our interest on salient areas which have shown that they are attractive for a reader. We have noticed that there does not exist an unique ideal scan-path during a document exploration: the readers’ interest can be multiple and can be attracted by different visual salient areas. The simulation process gives a possible solution which is not unique but which brings relevant information of the analyzed page structure.
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